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Introduction
This report describes the "XT3D" option in the Node Property Flow (NPF) Package of the Ground water Flow (GWF) Model of MODFLOW 6 (Langevin and others, 2017) . The XT3D option offers a new control-volume finite difference (CVFD) formulation for simulating groundwater flow in situations in which the principal directions of hydraulic conductivity are not aligned with the model grid. With the exception of the Model-Layer Variable-Direction Horizontal Anisotropy (LVDA) capability in the Hydrologic-Unit Flow (HUF) Package (Anderman and others, 2002) , all previous versions of MODFLOW either required that the principal directions of conductivity be aligned with the model-grid connections or used an ad hoc approach to compute effective hydraulic conductivities along grid connections, as the NPF Package of MODFLOW 6 does by default. The LVDA capability took a more mathematically rigorous approach to handling anisotropy, but it was limited to variable-direction anisotropy within the horizontal plane. The XT3D option extends the capabil ities of MODFLOW by enabling simulation of fully three-dimensional (3D) anisotropy on regular or irregular grids in a way that properly takes into account the full, three-dimensional conductivity tensor. Accordingly, the XT3D option allows for specification of principal hydraulic conductivities and principal-direction orien tations that vary from cell to cell. The XT3D formulation can also improve the accuracy of groundwater-flow simulations in cases in which the model grid violates the CVFD geometric requirements discussed in the GWF Model documentation (Langevin and others, 2017) and summarized in this report. Thus, the XT3D option is an alternative to the Ghost-Node Correction (GNC) Package described by Panday and others (2013) .
The purpose of this report is to describe the mathematical model of groundwater flow and the concep tual basis for the XT3D method; derive the XT3D flow expression and the corresponding CVFD equations; and discuss the features, applicability, and limitations of the XT3D option. Conceptually, the XT3D method of estimating flow between two model cells can be viewed in terms of three main mathematical steps: con struction of head-gradient estimates by interpolation; construction of fluid-flux estimates by application of the full, three-dimensional form of Darcy's Law, in which the conductivity tensor can be heterogeneous and anisotropic; and construction of the flow expression by enforcement of continuity of flow across the cell inter face. The derivation of the XT3D flow expression presents the details of the calculations in a way that parallels this three-step progression. Symbols are defined in appendix A.
Three example problems demonstrate the use of the XT3D option to simulate groundwater flow on irreg ular grids and through 3D porous media with anisotropic hydraulic conductivity. Input files for the example problems are included in the MODFLOW 6 software release. The input-data structure for the XT3D option is described in a separate User Guide that is distributed with the MODFLOW 6 software.
Mathematical Model of Groundwater Flow
Constant-density groundwater flow through a porous medium is described by Darcy's Law:
where q is a vector of specific discharge (L/T), or fluid-flux vector; K is the second-order hydraulicconductivity tensor (L/T); h is hydraulic head (L); and Vh is the hydraulic-head gradient vector (dimension less). As discussed in the GWF Model documentation (Langevin and others, 2017) , the NPF Package assumes by default that the principal axes of hydraulic conductivity are aligned with the global model-coordinate sys tem px, y, zq, so that in the global model-coordinate system K is represented by a diagonal matrix: Bz
With the form of Darcy's Law given by equation 3, the volumetric balance equation for groundwater (see, for example, Rushton and Redshaw, 1979) is where Q 1 is volumetric inflow or outflow of water per unit volume (T ´1 ), which is positive for sources and s negative for sinks; S S is the specific storage (L ´1 ); and t is time (T).
Chapters 2 and 4 of the GWF Model documentation (Langevin and others, 2017) describe in detail the formulation and solution of the Control-Volume Finite-Difference (CVFD) equations the NPF Package uses to approximate equation 4. The basis for those CVFD equations is the conductance-based flow expression, in which the flow between two cells is proportional to the head difference between their nodes:
where h n and h m are the heads computed at nodes n and m, respectively; C n,m is a positive conductance (L 2 /T); and Q n,m (L 3 /T) is the flow into cell n from cell m (which is negative if h n ą h m ). Equation 5 can provide an accurate estimate of the flow if the model grid is regular and the principal directions of K coin cide with the grid-aligned global model-coordinate system, or if an irregular grid satisfies certain geometric requirements and K is isotropic (K xx " K yy " K zz ). Chapter 2 of the GWF Model documentation (Langevin and others, 2017) defines regular and irregular grids and discusses the geometric requirements an irregular grid must obey for equation 5 to be accurate. These requirements are also summarized in the section of this report titled "Applicability and Limitations of the 'XT3D' Option."
When the hydraulic conductivity is anisotropic and the orientation of the principal axes varies spatially, K cannot be expressed in diagonal form with respect to the global model-coordinate system throughout the entire model domain. In that case, the most general form of K, which is symmetric, is
and K zy (L/T) are "off-diagonal" elements. Substitution of equation 6 into equation 1 yields:
By Bz (see, for example, Freeze and Cherry, 1979) . With the form of Darcy's Law given by equation 7, instead of equation 3, the volumetric balance equation for groundwater takes the more general form
If K is anisotropic and its principal directions are not everywhere aligned with the grid, either because the principal directions vary spatially on a regular grid or because the grid is irregular, then equation 5 is insuf ficient to provide an accurate estimate of the flow. Accurate estimation of the flow must then be based on an estimate of the entire, 3D head-gradient vector, not just on a single component of the head gradient. This, in turn, requires head information from additional neighboring nodes. The resulting flow expression necessarily includes terms that are not included in equation 5.
The XT3D method is designed to handle fully three-dimensional anisotropy in cases in which the principal directions are not everywhere aligned with the grid. It is based on a particular approach to incorporating neig boring head information to construct an estimate of the head-gradient vector. The XT3D method is also useful in cases in which an irregular grid fails to satisfy the requisite geometric constraints for maintaining the accu racy of equation 5. When the XT3D option is active, the NPF Package uses an appropriately "extended" flow expression, which involves additional conductance-like coefficients, to compute flows between cells.
Conceptual Basis for the XT3D Method
The XT3D method produces an expression for the flow between two model cells, n and m, as a function of the heads in those two cells and their neighbors. Conceptually, the method is the result of three main mathe matical steps:
1. On each side of the interface between cells n and m, construction of an expression for the head-gradient vector. The expression for the "cell n" side is a function of the heads in cell n and its neighbors, and an unknown head at the interface. The expression for the "cell m" side is a function of the heads in cell m and its neighbors, and the unknown head at the interface.
2. On each side of the interface between cells n and m, application of Darcy's Law (eq. 1) and calculation of an expression for the component of the fluid flux normal to the interface in terms of the heads men tioned above. K can be anisotropic and different on each side of the interface.
3. Application of the continuity principle, which requires that the flow crossing the interface between cells n and m be the same on each side of the interface. This allows the unknown head at the interface to be solved for and leads to a single expression for the flow across the interface in terms of the heads in cells n and m and their neighbors.
Estimation of the gradient vector, as in step 1, is the basis for so-called "gradient-reconstruction" methods, which incorporate gradient information from neighboring cells. Gradient reconstruction methods for estimat ing gradients at cell interfaces of cell-centered grids include "node-averaging" schemes and "least-square" schemes (see, for example, Diskin and Thomas, 2011) . In node-averaging schemes, values of head (or other solution variable whose gradient is to be estimated) at cell centers are interpolated at the cell vertices (often called "nodes" in the literature), and gradient estimates are constructed using values at the vertices. Leastsquare schemes estimate the gradient by minimizing the weighted sum of squared errors in heads or headgradient components at neighboring points (Mavriplis, 2003; Diskin and Thomas, 2008) . Weighting is typi cally based on distance between the neighboring point and the point at which the gradient estimate is desired, with smaller distance yielding greater weight.
The following concepts form the conceptual basis for the XT3D method:
‚ the use of weighted averaging to incorporate gradient information from neighboring connections, ‚ dependence of weights on distances and orientations, and ‚ combining information from both sides of the interface. Figure 1 shows the connections used by the XT3D method to estimate the head gradient at the interface between two cells, n and its neighbor m, on an unstructured grid. (Although the grid shown in figure 1 con sists of regular hexagons, the XT3D method is applicable to more general unstructured grids, as well.) In this context, the connection between cells n and m is the "primary connection," and the corresponding interface is the "primary interface." The gradient is estimated at the point at which the primary connection intersects the primary interface, which is marked with an "X." The component of the gradient along the primary con nection is estimated simply by differencing along the primary connection. An obvious approach would be to difference over the entire length of the primary connection; that is, between the nodes n and m. Instead, an "unknown" head value is temporarily assigned to the point on the primary interface, and differencing along the primary connection is performed between node n and the interface, and between node m and the interface. The unknown head is eventually eliminated as a variable by enforcing continuity of the normal flux at the pri mary interface.
Estimation of the component of the head gradient perpendicular to the primary connection involves gather ing and integrating information about the perpendicular component from the neighboring connections, drawn in orange and blue in figure 1. If the head gradient is perfectly uniform in the vicinity of cells n and m, then all neighboring connections provide mutually consistent information, and the perpendicular component of the gradient at the primary interface can be calculated exactly. In general, however, the gradient is not uniform. To accommodate nonuniformity of the gradient, information from each neighboring connection is weighted Diagram showing, in two dimensions, the connections used by the XT3D method to estimate the head gradient at a point ("X") on the interface between cells n and m (the "primary" interface). A separate estimate of the head gradient at point X is formulated using information from each side of the primary interface. On the "node n" side of the primary interface, the component of the gradient along the primary connection (black line) is estimated by finite differencing the heads at node n and point X, and the component of the gradient perpendicular to the primary connection is estimated using gradient-component information from connections between node n and its neighbors p 2 , ..., p 6 (orange lines). An analogous procedure involving node m and its connections with its neighbors q 2 , ..., q 6 (blue lines) is used to formulate an estimate of the head gradient for the "node m" side of the primary interface.
according to how close the connection is to the primary interface and how closely aligned the connection is with the direction perpendicular to the primary connection. In figure 1 , unit vectors oriented along connections p 2 and p 3 have components of equal magnitude in the direction perpendicular to the primary connection, so orientation favors neither connection in this case. However, the midpoint of connection p 2 is closer to the pri mary interface than the midpoint of connection p 3 , so connection p 2 receives a greater weight. Connection p 4 is parallel to the primary connection, so it provides no information about the perpendicular component of the gradient and, therefore, receives a weight of zero. An estimate of the head-gradient vector on the "cell n" side of the primary interface is constructed by combining the estimate of the component along the primary connection with a weighted average of the perpendicular-component information provided by each of the neighboring connections of cell n. The resulting estimate of the gradient vector is expressed in terms of head values at neighbors of cell n and the "unknown" head value at the primary interface. A second estimate of the head-gradient vector is constructed similarly on the "cell m" side of the primary interface.
Having estimated the head-gradient vector on each side of the primary interface, one can compute the flow vector on each side of the primary interface using Darcy's Law, equation 1. Multiplying each of these two flow vectors by the interfacial area and computing the component of each vector in the direction normal to the pri mary interface, which need not be aligned with the primary connection, one then arrives at two estimates of the flow across the interface; that is, the internal flow, between cells n and m. As each of these two flow estimates involves the "unknown" head at the primary interface, the unknown head is chosen such that the two internalflow estimates are equal, as required by continuity. The result is the XT3D flow expression, which is used to compute flows between cells in the Control-Volume Finite-Difference (CVFD) equations that approximate groundwater flow, as explained in the section "XT3D Control-Volume Finite-Difference (CVFD) Equation."
XT3D Flow Expression
As explained in the preceding section, the XT3D flow expression is the result of three main mathematical steps:
(1) construction of head-gradient vector expressions on each side of the primary interface by averging gra dient information from neighboring connections, (2) construction of normal-flux expressions on each side of the primary interface by applying Darcy's Law and calculating the normal component of the fluid flux, and (3) construction of the flow expression by equating normal fluxes on each side of the primary interface. The mathematical details underlying these main steps are presented in this section.
In the development below, γ represents head-gradient vectors, and c represents unit vectors that indicate connection orientation. An expression is developed for the flow between two cells, n and m, which meet at the "primary interface" and whose nodes are connected by the "primary connection." The connection between node n and its neighbor p is called connection pn, pq. Associated with each connection is a Cartesian coordi nate system: the coordinate axis along connection pn, pq is called the x n,p axis, and the two axes perpendicular to that connection are called the y n,p and z n,p axes. The gradient-estimation calculations described in this sec tion are done primarily in the px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q coordinate system; that is, coordinates associated with the primary connection. Because coordinates x 1 , y 1 , and z 1 appear frequently in the equations, they are represented by x 1 , y 1 , and z 1 , respectively, to simplify the notation. Except when stated otherwise, superscripts indicate vector The distances from nodes n and m to the primary interface, measured along the primary connection (black line), are Ln,m and Lm,n, respectively. The length of neighboring connection pn, pq (solid orange line) is ln,p. The distance from the midpoint of connection pn, pq to the point (marked with a bold "X") where the primary connection intersects the primary interface is Dn,p (dashed orange line). The unit connection-orientation vector for connection pn, pq is cn,p. The unit vector normal to the primary interface is nn,m. Model-cooordinate axes are show in gray, local-coordinate axes associated with the primary connection are shown in black, and local-coordinate axes associated with connection pn, pq are shown in orange.
Vectors are defined as column vectors by default. Thus, the transpose of a vector u, denoted u T , is a row T vector, and u v denotes the scalar product ("dot" product) of vectors u and v. Units of length and time are denoted by "(L)" and "(T)," respectively.
Construction of Head-Gradient Vector Expressions on Each Side of the Primary Interface
Consider the information supplied by connection pn, pq. By finite differencing across the connection, xn,p one can estimate the component of the head gradient along the connection, which is denoted as γ n,p . The superscript x n,p denotes the fact that this is the component along the x n,p direction. If c n,p is the connectionorientation vector for connection pn, pq and γ n,p is the head-gradient vector at interface pn, pq, then by defini tion
or, with the vectors expressed in px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q coordinates; that is, coordinates associated with the primary con nection,
n,p n,p n,p n,p n,p n,p
Now, suppose one is interested in estimating the y 1 component of the gradient (one of the two perpendicular components relative to the primary connection) at interface pn, pq. Solving equation 10 for that component gives
n,p n,p n,p n,p n,p n,p xn,p
On the right-hand side of equation 11, γ n,p can be obtained by finite-differencing across the connection pn, pq, but γ x 1 and γ z 1 , the x 1 and z 1 components at interface pn, pq, are unknown. If it is assumed that the n,p n,p latter can be approximated by their counterparts at interface pn, mq, γ x 1 and γ z 1 , then
n,p n,p n,m n,p n,m n,p
Equation 12 provides an estimate of the y 1 component of the gradient based on information from connection pn, pq. Weighted averaging of the estimates from all the nonprimary connections of cell n gives
n,m n,p n,p y 1
where the summations are over the neighbors (connections) of cell n, excluding cell m, and ϕ y 1 is the weight n,p assigned to the estimate from connection pn, pq. Assignment of weights is discussed in detail later.
Equation 13 was derived for the y 1 component of the gradient, and an analogous equation can be derived for the z 1 component. The result is a system of two equations that can be solved for γ y 1 and γ z 1 :
where
where superscript u can take on values of x 1 , y 1 , and z 1 , and superscript v can take on values of y 1 and z 1 . The weighting scheme is designed to place the greatest weight on connections that are located closest to the primary interface and most closely aligned with the perpendicular direction of interest. Each weight must v also go to zero faster than c to keep B v in equation 16 from becoming infinite, and the weights must coln,p n,p lectively sum to 1. These requirements are satisfied by the following weights:
Distance D n,p is measured from the midpoint of connection pn, pq to the point at which the gradient is being estimated; that is, the point at which the primary connection intersects the primary interface.
Estimates of all three components of the gradient vector at interface pn, mq have now been constructed for the cell n side of the primary interface. Component γ x 1 is estimated directly by finite differencing along the n,m primary connection, and γ y 1 and γ z 1 are estimated using equation 14. Identical expressions apply to the cell n,m n,m m side of the primary interface, but with "n" and "m" exchanging roles, and with summations performed over the neighbors of cell m.
Construction of Flow Expressions on Each Side of the Primary Interface
With the head-gradient vector having been estimated on the cell n side of the interface, the conductivity tensor can now be applied to get the flux vector. The flux component normal to the interface can then be calcu lated. If K n is the conductivity tensor for cell n and n n,m is the unit normal vector (oriented outward from cell n) for interface pn, mq, then the normal flux into cell n at interface pn, mq is given by
Note that in the previous section the components of the gradient γ n,m were computed in px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q coor dinates. Assuming the conductivity tensor and normal vectors are supplied by the user in model coordinates
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px, y, zq, the components of γ n,m need to be transformed from px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q to px, y, zq coordinates. Equa tion 19 can then be expanded and rearranged to read
pPηn p‰m
n,m
where R is the coordinate-transformation (rotation) matrix. In coordinate system px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q, the x 1 axis is, by definition, aligned with connection-orientation vector c n,m . However, one is free to choose any y 1 and z 1 axes that are perpendicular to x 1 and to each other, and which coincide with the y and z axes on a rectilinear grid. This can be accomplished by considering the px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q axes as a rotation of the px, y, zq axes by angle θ 1 within the px, yq plane (counterclockwise as viewed looking down the z axis toward the origin), then by angle θ 2 up out of the px, yq plane, such that a unit vector initially aligned with the x axis is mapped to c n,m . The corresponding rotation matrix that transforms vectors from px 1 , y 1 , z 1 q back to px, y, zq coordinates (the matrix R) is
In the limit as c n,m becomes vertical (θ 2 "˘90˝; c "˘1), one can simply set S 1 " 0,
and C 2 " 0.
Equation 20 gives the normal flux in terms of finite differences across the various connections of cell n, which can be written in terms of heads as
where h p is the head at node p, and l n,p is the length of connection pn, pq. For the primary connection, pn, mq, the finite differencing is done between cell n and the primary interface. The symbol h˚ represents the head n,m at the primary interface, which will be eliminated when the normal fluxes on both sides of the interface are equated in the next section, and L n,m is the distance between the center of cell n and the primary interface. Substitution of equation 25 into equation 20, rearrangement, and multiplication by the area of the primary interface associated with cell n, A n,m , then gives an expression for the flow into cell n from cell m:
Following the procedure used by the NPF Package when calculating harmonic-mean transmissivities (Langevin and others, 2017) , XT3D bases the interfacial area associated with a cell on the saturated thickness of the cell. Equation 26 provides an estimate of the flow computed on the cell n side of the primary interface. An analogous expression applies to the cell m side of the primary interface:
where â m,n and b m,q,pm,nq are again defined by equation 27, but with "n" and "m" exchanging roles, and with "q" taking the place of "p."
Construction of the XT3D Flow Expression
Continuity demands that the flow into cell m from cell n be equal and opposite in sign to the flow into cell n from cell m:
In this development, the primary interface is assumed not to provide any resistance to flow beyond what the cells themselves provide. In that case, the same interfacial head value applies to both sides of the primary interface; that is,
n,m m,n Multiplication of equation 26 by â m,n and equation 28 by â n,m , subtraction of the two resulting equations, elimination of Q m,n and h˚ ´ h˚ using equations 29 and 30, respectively, and solution for Q n,m then n,m m,n gives the XT3D flow expression
pPηn qPηm p‰m q‰n
where the conductance-like coefficients are defined as
The XT3D flow expression is "extended" relative to the conductance-based flow expression (eq. 5) in that it involves not only the head difference between cells n and m, but also head differences between cell n and each of its neighbors other than m, which appear in the first summation, and between cell m and each of its neigh bors other than n, which appear in the second summation. The "C" coefficients have units of conductance and each involve three subscripts. The first two subscripts indicate the two heads to which the coefficient applies. The third subscript, which is a pair of cell numbers, indicates the two cells between which flow is being calcu lated. For example, C n,p,pn,mq is the coefficient applied to the difference between heads h p and h n in the flow expression for the interface between cells n and m. The form of the XT3D flow expression on a rectangular grid is derived in appendix B.
XT3D Control-Volume Finite-Difference (CVFD) Equation
As discussed in the documentation for the GWF Model (Langevin and others, 2017) , the continuity equa tion expressing the balance of constant-density groundwater flow, or "water balance," for cell n may be written as
where HOLD n and h n are the heads (L) at node n at the beginning and end of the current time step, respec tively; t old and t are beginning and ending times (T) for the time step, respectively; SS n is the specific storage (L ´1 ) of cell n; and P n h n ` Q n represents flows (L 3 T ´1 ) into and out of cell n due to external sources and sinks. Substitution of equation 31 into equation 33 gives the XT3D CVFD equation for cell n:
which can be rearranged to the following form: 
XT3D Formulation of the CVFD Equation for Solution
Rearrangement of equation 35 gives the XT3D formulation of the CVFD equation:
where and HCOF n " P n ,
An alternative formulation places terms involving interactions between neighbor m and its neighbors other than n on the right-hand side:
qPηm q‰n and terms in RHS˚ are evaluated at the previous iteration or time step. The formulation in equation 39 n requires less computer memory and less computational effort per iteration than the formulation in equation 36, but overall it may require more iterations, and therefore more computational effort. Also, equation 39 is sim ilar in form to the conductance-based CVFD equation and has the same stencil, that is, it includes the same heads as "unknowns" to solve for on the left-hand side of the equation.
As is done for the conductance-based CVFD equations, the XT3D CVFD equations (36 or 39) for all cells in the model are assembled into matrix form for solution:
A is the coefficient matrix, which is assembled from "C" coefficients from the left-hand side of equation 36 or 39, h is the vector of nodal head values being solved for at the end of the time step, and q is a vector of con stant terms from the right-hand side of equation 36 or 39.
Newton-Raphson Formulation of the XT3D CVFD Equation for Solution
The NPF Package of MODFLOW 6 (Langevin and others, 2017) includes a Newton-Raphson-formulation option that can improve model convergence for highly nonlinear problems, such as some problems involving water-table conditions. The Newton-Raphson formulation for the XT3D flow expression is comparable to the Newton-Raphson formulation for the standard conductance-based flow expression used by default in the NPF Package (eq. 4-32 in Langevin and others, 2017) . Differentiation of the XT3D flow expression, equation 31, with respect to h n gives
n,p,pn,mq m,q,pn,mq
When the Newton-Raphson formulation is invoked, upstream weighting is used (Langevin and others, 2017) . If h n is the upstream head, the interfacial area A n,m is used on both sides of the primary interface; that is, A m,n " A n,m . Furthermore, A n,m is calculated as
where S Fn ˚ is the smoothed saturated fraction of cell n defined in Chapter 4 of Langevin and others (2017) , Δv is the thickness of cell n (fully saturated), and Δw n,m is the width of the primary interface. Examination 
If h m is the upstream head, the derivative of equation 31 with respect to h m can be developed using the approach used to develop equation 45 and results in For the upstream weighted formulation, the derivatives of saturation with respect to h n and h m simplify to and
The first two terms on the right-hand side of equations 45 and 46 are already included in the upstream diago nal and appropriate off-diagonal elements of the coefficient matrix during assembly of the conductance-based formulation. The Newton-Raphson formulation is subsequently added as a correction in which the upstream diagonals are augmented with the third terms on the right-hand sides of equations 45 and 46). The products of the third terms on the right-hand sides of equations 45 and 46 and the current, corresponding upstream heads are added to the right-hand side.
Correction Applied by the Horizontal Flow Barrier Package
The Horizontal Flow Barrier (HFB) Package (Hsieh and Freckleton, 1993; Langevin and others, 2017 ) allows an additional resistance to flow to be placed at a vertical interface between two cells. When the HFB Package is used with the XT3D option, a correction to the flow expression, equation 31, is needed to account for the additional resistance.
Equation 31 was derived under the assumption that the primary interface provides no additional resistance to flow, so that the interfacial head on the cell n side of the interface, h˚ , is identical to the interfacial head n,m on the cell m side of the interface, h˚ . However, when a horizontal flow barrier is present, h˚ and h˚ m,n n,m m,n represent heads on opposite sides of the barrier and, therefore, can differ. In that case, flow across the barrier into cell n from cell m is given by gives the XT3D flow expression corrected for the presence of a horizontal flow barrier at the primary interface: 
Features of the XT3D Option
By default, the XT3D option uses the formulation of the CVFD equation shown in equation 36, which incorporates all of the terms involving "C" coefficients into the coefficient matrix, A, in equation 41; that is, into the "left-hand side" of the matrix equation. When the XT3D Right-Hand Side ("RHS") suboption is active, the XT3D option uses the formulation shown in equation 39, which incorporates some of the terms involving "C" coefficients into the vector q in equation 41; that is, into the "right-hand side" of the matrix equation.
For many applications, there may be a need to suppress unintended or undesired effects of the threedimensional geometry of a grid. For example, it may be desirable to suppress certain effects of variations in cell elevation on a model that is intended to simulate two-dimensional, areal groundwater flow. Specifically, when no information is provided by the user on the rotation of the hydraulic conductivity tensor out of the px, yq plane, ‚ connections that are not user-designated as vertical are assumed to be strictly horizontal; that is, to have no z component to their orientation, and ‚ connection lengths are based on horizontal distances.
Applicability and Limitations of the XT3D Option
The XT3D option is applicable to both regular and irregular model grids, whether the conductivity tensor is isotropic or anisotropic. Figure 3 summarizes the conditions under which the standard conductance-based formulation used by the NPF Package of MODFLOW 6 can and cannot provide an accurate representation of flows between cells in the sense of accounting for geometric irregularities and the tensorial nature of Darcy's Law (eq. 1). The "CVFD requirements" are discussed in detail in the GWF Model documentation (Langevin and others, 2017) and are summarized therein as follows: "For accurate solutions, the standard CVFD formulation requires that a line drawn between the cen ters of two connected cells should intersect the shared face at a right angle ... . Furthermore, the intersection point should coincide with an appropriate mean position on the shared face (Narasimhan and Witherspoon, 1976) . ... Although this CVFD requirement is met for a simple grid of regular polygons, equilateral triangles, and rectangles, it is violated for nested grids and may be violated for grids with nonregular polygon-shaped cells. ... The smaller the deviation from this CVFD require ment, the smaller the loss of accuracy in the groundwater flow solution. In addition, the errors gener ally decrease as resolution increases, but they are difficult to quantify."
In cases in which the conductance-based formulation cannot compute flows accurately, the Ghost-Node Connection (GNC) Package can be used to improve accuracy, or the XT3D option can be activated. The GNC Package requires the user to specify points, called "ghost nodes," at which MODFLOW 6 interpolates com puted heads to aid in the calculation of more accurate head-gradient estimates. Use of the GNC Package typi cally requires judgment and additional preprocessing effort to locate and specify appropriate ghost nodes. The XT3D option works with the existing model grid, but it tends to be more computationally intensive than using the standard conductance-based formulation with or without ghost nodes. Figure 4 shows the extended, 25 point stencil used by the XT3D formulation on a regular grid, with cells in the 7-point stencil used by the stan dard conductance-based formulation shaded gray. Before deciding whether to use the GNC Package or XT3D option for production runs, the user should consider whether the conductance-based formulation alone can provide acceptable accuracy for the particular problem being solved. Trial runs that compare solution accuracy and run times for different formulations can be helpful in this regard. Note that the XT3D option and the GNC Package should not be used simultaneously.
When the head gradient is uniform in the vicinity of a cell interface and its neighboring connections, the XT3D estimate of flow across the interface is exact. When the head gradient is nonuniform, as is typically the case in practice, and anisotropy of the hydraulic conductivity tensor is not aligned with the model-coordinate axes, XT3D handles the gradient nonuniformity by weighted averaging of gradient-component information, as described in the section "Construction of Head-Gradient Vector Expressions on Each Side of the Primary Interface." Such averaging is conceptually similar to the averaging done in standard finite differencing on a rectangular grid (see appendix B). If accuracy is a concern when simulating flow with anisotropy that is not aligned with the model coordinates and driven by substantially nonuniform gradients, such as the gradients associated with strongly diverging or converging flow, grid refinement can be used to estimate the discretiza tion error.
For vertical connections, the XT3D method does not correct for partial dewatering. In that regard, its behavior is similar to the default behavior of MODFLOW 6 for calculating vertical conductances.
Numerical simulations of highly anisotropic flow based on CVFD and finite-element discretizations can exhibit "spurious oscillations" in the solution (Edwards and Zheng, 2010; Pal and Edwards, 2011) . Although it can be difficult to distinguish spurious oscillations from legitimate variations in hydraulic head in complex flow systems, solutions calculated using XT3D for highly anisotropic systems should be evaluated critically for evidence of unrealistic patterns in hydraulic head or flow. For example, in a steady-state groundwater flow problem, the head solution should not exhibit a local maximum or minimum within the interior of the model domain unless there is a corresponding source or sink of water at that location.
Example Problems
Three example problems are presented to demonstrate the use of the XT3D option to simulate groundwa ter flow on irregular grids and through 3D porous media with anisotropic hydraulic conductivity. 
No

Example 1: 2D Irregular Grid
This example demonstrates the application of the XT3D option to a two-dimensional (2D) grid ( fig. 5 ) that consists of an irregular, triangular grid nested within a coarser, regular grid. The grid does not satisfy the stan dard CVFD requirements because, as a rule, the straight-line connection between the centers of two adjacent triangular cells, or between the center of a square cell and the center of an adjacent triangular cell, does not intersect the corresponding cell interface at a right angle. In this case, use of the XT3D option is expected to improve solution accuracy compared to the standard conductance-based formulation used by the NPF Package.
The model domain is 700 meters (m) by 700 m horizontally and 10 m thick. It is discretized into a single layer of cells using the Discretization by Vertices (DISV) Package of the GWF Model (Langevin and others, 2017) . The outer portion of the domain is discretized horizontally into 100-m by 100-m square cells. A 300 m by 300-m square at the center of the domain is discretized horizontally into triangular cells approximately 30 m on a side. A constant head of 0.65 m is specified at nodes in the leftmost column of cells, and a constant head of 0.05 m is specified at nodes in the rightmost column of cells. The cells are confined, and the hydraulic conductivity is isotropic and set to a value of 1 meter per day (m/d). The numerical problem was solved using the BiCGSTAB linear accelerator (Saad, 2003) with the convergence tolerances for head, OUTER HCLOSE and INNER HCLOSE, both set to 10 ´8 m, and INNER RCLOSE set to 10 ´2 cubic meters per day (m 3 /d).
The exact solution to this problem is a uniform, left-to-right head gradient of 0.001 and a total flow through the domain of 7 m 3 /d. Figure 6 compares the errors in the heads (exact solution minus simulated solu tion) for the standard conductance-based formulation and the XT3D option. The largest error in head obtained using the standard conductance-based formulation was ´0.012 m, or ´2.0% of the difference between the maximum and minimum heads in the problem. The largest error in head obtained using the XT3D option was ´3.8 ˆ 10 ´10 m, which is less than the convergence tolerances for head. The flow through the model domain (reported to four decimal places in the volume budget in the listing file) simulated using the standard conductance-based formulation was 7.0919 (´1.3% error). The flow simulated using the XT3D option was 7.0000 m 3 /d.
Example 2: 3D Anisotropic Conductivity
This example is an extension of example 1 that demonstrates the ability of the XT3D option to accurately simulate 3D anisotropic flow. The single-layer grid used in example 1 is extended to five layers, each of which is 10 m thick and is discretized horizontally as in example 1. All cells adjacent to the outer boundary of the model domain are constant-head cells with heads that correspond to the 3D extension of the uniform, left-to right gradient of 0.001 simulated in example 1. The XT3D option is active, with hydraulic conductivities set to achieve 10:5:1 anisotropy rotated 45° counterclockwise from the x axis and 30° upward from the horizontal plane: K11 " 1 m/d, K22 " 0.5 m/d, K33 " 0.1 m/d, AN GLE1 " 45°, and AN GLE2 " 30°. All other input for this example remains the same as in example 1.
Within each layer, the exact head solution is the same as for the single-layer problem in example 1. The maximum error in simulated head was 3.3 ˆ 10 ´10 m, which is less than the convergence tolerances for head. Due to anisotropy, the groundwater flux in this example differs in magnitude and direction from the flow in example 1. The exact solution for total flow through the active part of the domain (which excludes constanthead cells) is 80.5169 m 3 /d, rounded to four decimal places. The total simulated flow through the active part of the domain (reported to four decimal places in the volume budget in the listing file) was 80.5169 m 3 /d.
Example 3: Groundwater Whirls
Using steady-state groundwater flow simulations, Hemker and others (2004) cent layers." They refer to such spiraling flow lines as "groundwater whirls." This example demonstrates the use of the XT3D option to implement anisotropy that induces groundwater whirls in a highly idealized twoaquifer system. Results are presented for three sets of hydraulic conductivity parameters: two that involve rotation of the principal directions of conductivity only within the horizontal plane, and one that includes rotation out of the horizontal plane. Flow lines are visualized by particle tracking using MODPATH (Pollock, 2016) .
The model domain ( fig. 7) is a box that is 5,100 m by 1,000 m horizontally and 1,000 m thick, discretized into a regular grid of 10 rows, 51 columns, and 10 layers. The top five model layers form the top aquifer, and the bottom five model layers form the bottom aquifer. All cells are confined. Aquifer properties are homoge neous within each aquifer but differ between the aquifers. Groundwater recharges one end of the box at a total rate of 1 m 3 /d, distributed equally among 100 cells, and is removed from the opposite end of the box at the same rate, also distributed equally among 100 cells. The numerical problem was solved using the BiCGSTAB linear accelerator (Saad, 2003) with the convergence tolerances for head, OUTER HCLOSE and INNER HCLOSE, both set to 10 ´8 m, and INNER RCLOSE set to 10 ´2 m 3 /d. . Plots that show top, end, and oblique views of groundwater whirls generated in the three cases of anisotropic con ductivity considered in example 3. In cases A and B, rotation of the principal directions of conductivity is only within the horizon tal plane. Case C involves rotations of the principal directions of conductivity both within and out of the horizontal plane. Red, green, and blue flow lines are based on tracks of three different particles computed using MODPATH (Pollock, 2016) .
The first case features 10:1 horizontal anisotropy (K11 " K33 " 1 m/d, K22 " 0.1 m/d) rotated 45° counterclockwise from the x axis (AN GLE1 " 45°, AN GLE2 " AN GLE3 " 0°) in the top aquifer and 45° clockwise from the x axis (AN GLE1 "´45°, AN GLE2 " AN GLE3 " 0°) in the bottom aquifer. Figure 8A shows the resulting swirling flow lines, or groundwater whirls.
The second case is the same as the first, except that the horizontal anisotropy ratio is increased to 1000:1 (K22 " 0.001 m/d) and the rotation from the x axis is increased to 75° counterclockwise (AN GLE1 " 75°) in the top aquifer and 75° clockwise (AN GLE1 "´75°) in bottom aquifer. Figure 8B shows the resulting groundwater whirls, which exhibit more revolutions over the length of the model domain than in the first case.
The third and final case is the same as the second, except for the addition of 75° rotations of the principal axes of conductivity about the K11 axis in the top and bottom aquifers (AN GLE3 " 75° and AN GLE3 " ´75°, respectively). Figure 8C shows the resulting groundwater whirls, which, interestingly, reverse direction as they progress from one end of the box to the other.
The following is a list of symbols used in this report. K yz one of three "off-diagonal" hydraulic conductivities LT l distance between cell centers on a square grid L l n,m distance between centers of cells n and m L l x distance between centers of cells along the x direction on a uniformly spaced grid L l y distance between centers of cells along the y direction on a uniformly spaced grid L l z distance between centers of cells along the z direction on a uniformly spaced grid L L n,m distance between center of cell n and its shared face with m L m subscript cell number n subscript cell number pn, mq connection between cells n and m n n,m unit vector normal to the primary interface, pn, mq p subscript cell number -P n sum of external-stress coefficients for cell n L 2 T
´1
q subscript cell number q specific discharge vector LT Recognizing that the unit normal vector for the primary interface is .
1,7,p1,2q
Using the same interfacial area on both sides of the interface, result from substitution of equation B-12 into equation 32, with transmissivities defined by T xx 1 " K xx 1 pA 1,2 {Δw 1,2 q T xy 1 " K xy 1 pA 1,2 {Δw 1,2 q T xz 1 " K xz 1 pA 1,2 {Δw 1,2 q (B-19) T xx 2 " K xx 2 pA 1,2 {Δw 1,2 q T xy 2 " K xy 2 pA 1,2 {Δw 1,2 q T xz 2 " K xz 2 pA 1,2 {Δw 1,2 q .
Note that A 1,2 {Δw 1,2 , the interfacial area divided by the interfacial width, is the interfacial thickness.
